
King OmniGo HDTV Antenna Reviews 

 

 
 
If you’re tired of manually adjusting your HDTV antenna on your camper or RV and want to 
upgrade to something better, an omnidirectional antenna is next in line.  A great choice is a 
King OmniGo HDTV Omnidirectional Antenna.  With this choice you never have to physically 
adjust your antenna for a better reception.  It does everything for you. 
 

King OmniGo Antenna Reviews 

 
In this review the focus will be on the King OA1501 OmniGo Portable HDTV antenna.  This is 
a popular model that is available on Amazon.com.  It is an Amazon’s Choice product that 
has over 35 customer reviews and 60% of customers rated the product 5 stars - click to 
read reviews! 
 
The huge difference and benefit of the omnidirectional over-the-air antenna is the device will 
pick up signals from all directions without having to move.  There is no adjusting needed on your 
part, it does all of the work amplifying signals it finds to maximize signal strength for better TV 
reception. 
 
The device is portable and utilizes advanced over-the-air antenna technology to perform at its 
best.  It is designed for mobility and doesn’t require installation.   
 

What Comes With The King OmniGo 
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Click To Read Customer Reviews 
 
Setting up this antenna is very easy to do, anyone can do it.  The first thing to understand is 
identifying all of the parts that come with this product.  Here is a short list of what comes with 
your purchase: 
 
KING OmniGo Antenna 
Tri-Pod Mount 
Magnetic Vehicle Mount 
Power Injector 
Power Supply 
12V Auxiliary Power Cord 
25’ Coax Cable 
Carry Bag 
Owner’s Manual 
 

King OmniGo Antenna - How to Setup 

 
To get started with setting up the device portably consider these steps as a guide: 
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Set up or fold out the tripod 
Place the antenna on the tripod or magnetic base 
Attach the coaxial to the power booster 
Attach the power booster to the television 
Do a scan for TV channels on your television 
 

King OmniGo Portable HDTV Antenna Highlights 

 
Advanced over-the-air antenna technology 
Portable, powerful, and compact 
Designed for mobility 
Comes with a collapsible tripod mount, magnetic vehicle mount, flexible coax cable, power 
supply, carry bag 
No installation required 
No drilling, no holes, no labor 
Manufactured with durable automotive grade plastic 
Antenna is weatherproof, strong, UV-protected, and resistant to rust 
Designed to withstand your outdoor adventures in all climates 
Access to over-the-air programming 
Receives free VHF/UHF/FM signals 
 
In this King OmniGo hdtv antenna reviews you were given an introduction to one of the most 
popular omnidirectional antennas on the market.  It doesn’t require any work on your part to 
function and it’s easy to setup.   
 
The King OA1501 OmniGo is a popular model that is available on Amazon.com.  It is an 
Amazon’s Choice product that has over 35 customer reviews and 60% of customers 
rated the product 5 stars - click to read reviews! 
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